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ON REFLECTION

L

ooking back at the year-end comment
I penned for 2018, the theme of the
day was accountability. This was
shortly after former Finance Minister
Nhlanhla Nene had been brought to book for
his admission of meetings with the Guptas.
His career took a dive. A good thing, many
thought, because it signalled retribution for
wrongful deeds in a space where that didn’t
usually happen. And indeed, there’s not been
lot of the same since.
But accountability continues to be on
everyone’s minds as 2019 draws to a close
and we see the likes of political figures such as
Mmusi Maimane, Athol Trollip, and Jo’burg
mayor Herman Mashaba decamp from the
Democratic Alliance and fall on their swords.
Somehow, had they done too little? Or
perhaps, too much? One knows very little of
the struggles that went on inside the DA
bastions.
Maybe it comes down to semantics – is it
accountability or responsibility we’re talking
about here? Accountability can very often end
in tears, when those found accountable have
to take the hit when disaster strikes, while on
the other hand, normally, taking responsibility
is praised. But that too, is not cut and dried.
Taking responsibility when you observe that
the wheels are coming off, and you haul out
your spanner and tighten up the nuts, can also
have unpleasant results.
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It comes down to that over-used neologism
‘stay in your lane’. While your spanner worked
and everything is running smoothly again,
damage of a different kind can have been
done. You weren’t supposed to do the fixing
and there can be fallout from that.
Whether there’s anything valuable to be taken
from these musings for the repair of our land,
South Africa, is up for debate. But while we
have been discussing over the past 12 months
what’s to be done to get ourselves out of nearjunk status, or owing our souls to the
superpowers, keeping the lights on or the
water flowing, what conclusions have we
reached?
Maybe we do need, while doing our job to the
very best of our ability, to also examine what
others are doing in either a big or a small way
to maintain the levels of excellence to which
we personally subscribe. When does someone
else’s lacklustre performance become our
responsibility to fix?
I suppose it depends on whose point of view
is being considered. You be the judge.
And while we’re on the subject of year-ends –
this is the last Comment for 2019 so until we
meet again, go out and have some fun. It’s the
festive season after all.■

John
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MBA News

Stefanutti Stocks Building KZN

Master Builders KwaZulu-Natal
Annual Awards 2019

M

aster Builders KwaZulu-Natal held its annual
awards evening at the Durban International
Conference Centre on Friday 18 October 2019,
where members of the Association were once
again honoured for achieving exemplary standards in
excellence in construction and health and safety.
The event recognises and celebrates excellence in
construction and health and safety and plays host to the KZN
construction industry with members of the Association,
award winners, industry stakeholders and government
representatives in attendance. Adding to the glamour and
theme of ‘Building cultural diversity’ was entertainment by
Nateshwar Dance Academy and comedy by Conrad Koch
with Chester Missing. The MC for the evening was Xoli
Mngambi of eNCA.
The President of Master Builders KwaZulu-Natal, Mr Bhekisisa
Samson Ngcongo opened the event by welcoming all guests.
He reinforced the Association’s key priorities as growth of the
industry, lobbying and advocacy, membership growth,
promotion of members, transformation, skills development,
quality infrastructure and health and safety compliance. The
competition entrants were recognised for driving the
sustainability of the building industry through the delivery of
high calibre projects and members were encouraged to
continue to embrace economic transformation.
Vikashnee Harbhajan, Executive Director of Master Builders
KwaZulu-Natal stated that the annual awards event was
designed to showcase and celebrate members who
demonstrate unrelenting passion for excellence in
construction and health and safety. There were 41 entries for
the excellence in construction competition and 37 entries for
the Health and Safety competition. Notwithstanding the
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Third From Left: Bhekisisa Samson Ngcongo – President: Master
Builders KwaZulu-Natal with Form-Scaff

industry slowdown and tough economic conditions, the
number of entries is a strong indication that member
companies remain committed to the pursuit of excellence in
the construction industry.
The event saw the launch of the Master Builders KZN App,
connecting members of the Association to the world of work.
The App aims to complement the Association’s online Finda-Builder and Find-a-Supplier directories and will enable
clients and the public to easily access our members.
Smith & Winfield and A.G. Hall CC received the Platinum
Loyalty Award for celebrating over 100 years of membership
with the Association. This is a true testament of the strong
brand value of Master Builders KwaZulu-Natal.
Special awards were presented, recognising outstanding and
positive contribution to the construction industry in KwaZulu-
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Natal. The Association congratulates the recipients of all
special awards:
• Award of Merit - Ben Voogt of Norvo Construction.
• Award for Woman in Construction- Sherita Devduth of NSR
Building Projects.
• Supplier of the Year- BBF Safety Group (Pty) Ltd.
• Safety Person of the Year- Joel Pillay of Stefanutti Stocks
Building KZN.
• Supreme Award for Health and Safety-AVENG GRINAKERLTA for Henwood Road Plant Yard.
• Supreme Award for Excellence in Construction - Leocon
CC for Nuform premises.
• Overall Winner- Stefanutti Stocks Building KZN.
The Overall Winner award recognises a Master Builders
KwaZulu-Natal Member Company, for demonstrating overall
excellence in both the Association Excellence in Construction
and Health and Safety competitions. Congratulations to
Stefanutti Stocks Building KZN on their outstanding hat-trick
in winning this award.
The Association extends sincere appreciation to all its
marketing partners for the event - Stefanutti Stocks Building
KZN, RMD Kwikform SA (Pty) Ltd, SACPCMP, GVK-Siya
Zama Building Contractors (Pty) Ltd, Patcon Building & Civil
Engineering Contractors (Pty) Ltd, Much Asphalt (Pty) Ltd
and Marsh (Pty) Ltd.

For full details of all the winners visit www.sabuilder.co.za

Vikashnee Harbhajan - Executive Director: Master Builders
KwaZulu-Natal

Smith & Winfield and A.G. Hall CC with Tony Adkin – Past President (2nd from left), Bhekisisa Samson Ngcongo (5th from left)
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The Association salutes all its members!■

■

Construcion Health and Safety

Supreme Award Health & Safety Winner AVENG Grinaker-LTA with MC Xoli Mngambi

MBA KZN Health And Safety Competition 2019
Results
MANUFACTURERS
Winner
Much Asphalt
200 Coedmore Road, Bellair
(1st place in the MBSA National Competition)
ALLIED TRADES
Winner
Form-Scaff
Durban South
(Presidential Award for a score > 95 %)
(1st place in the MBSA National Competition)
CONTRACTS UNDER R15M
Winner
Patcon Building & Civil Engineering Contractors (Pty) Ltd
Canaan College-Construction of Staircases and Lift Shaft
(1st place in the MBSA National Competition)
CONTRACTS R15-R40M
Highly Commended
Patcon Building & Civil Engineering Contractors (Pty) Ltd
Construction of PX Main Office Block
CONTRACTS R40-R100M
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Winner
GVK-Siya Zama Building Contractors (Pty) Ltd
Transnet - M&L Sheds Structural Repairs
CONTRACTS R100-R250M
Winner
GVK-Siya Zama Building Contractors (Pty) Ltd
PRASA Isipingo
(1st place in the MBSA National Competition)
(Scaffolding Award) (Keep Durban Beautiful Award)
CONTRACTS OVER R750M
Winner
WBHO Construction KZN
Umhlanga Arch
(2 nd place in the MBSA National Competition)
PLANT YARD
Winner
AVENG Grinaker-LTA
59 Henwood Road
(Presidential Award for a score > 95 %)
(2nd place in the MBSA National Competition)
Supreme Winner Health and Safety
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Ndivhuwo Manyonga, Chief Executive Officer of FEM

E

ach year the Federated Employers Mutual Assurance
Company (FEM) analyses the health and safety
records for all FEM policyholders for a three-year
period two years prior to the current year. The period
of two years prior is chosen because the bulk of the accidents
registered, treatments given, and full accident costs only
approach completion after an 18-month period.
The outcome of these detailed analyses results in the now
traditional FEM Health And Safety Awards which were
presented to achieving companies at a special function held in
Johannesburg in November.
“FEM has always had a strong focus on health and safety.
Since its inception in 1936 to its 83rd anniversary this year,
FEM has supported health and safety in our industry,” said
Ndivhuwo Manyonga, FEM’s CEO in her address to guests
and award winners. Continuing, she said: “It has done so
through:
• Grants to industry bodies such as the MBAs to promote
H&S
• Incentives such as the merit rebates and loadings
• Visits to policyholders to discuss their safety records
• Sharing of health and safety data with stakeholders
• Road shows around the country to promote health and
safety.”
In his address, Gys Mc Intosh, Chief Information Officer at
FEM said: “Occupational Health and Safety is good for
business and is also a legal and social obligation – an essential
part of any successful business.”
He noted that some of the benefits of having a strong health
and safety focus are:
• Increased productivity
• Higher quality of work
• Increased workforce morale
• Reduced employee turnover
• Attracting and retaining scarce skills
• Enhancing company reputation
• Ability to attract contracts, just to name a few.
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Winner of the Platinum Award – Azcon Projects cc (KZN region)
pictured with FEM CEO Ndivhuwo Manyonga (left) and the Chairman of
FEM, Nico Maas (far right)

Occupational Health and Safety also helps to demonstrate that
a business is socially responsible. It is the sum of the
contribution from all stakeholders, from the boardroom right
down to the lowest level of the organisation that determines a
company’s success and culture towards Health and Safety.
“I think that the excellent achievements of those present here
this evening is something we should all strive for. Even one life
lost is one life too many. Many of our policyholders have over
the years proved that the target of zero injuries is possible. It
should be recognized that achieving a placing and an award is
a huge achievement in a population of over 5 000 employers,”
said Mc Intosh.
Over and above these awards, FEM introduced a platinum,
gold, silver and bronze award. These awards use the same
basis as the criteria above, but over a 10-year period. These
awards are also done on a national basis instead of regionally.
The top four ranked FEM policyholders are then awarded the
Platinum, Gold, Silver and Bronze awards.
FEM will continue to monitor the trends and adjust the criteria
to ensure that it is keeping pace with the achievements in the
industry and that we are recognising the top performers who
are truly achieving excellent performance in health and
safety.■
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Construcion Health and Safety

FEM Annual Health And Safety Awards
2019 – All The Winners

ArcelorMittal South Africa has decided to wind down its steel operations at Saldanha

ArcelorMittal to close down Saldanha plant

F
Industry News

in24.com reports that ArcelorMittal South Africa has
decided to wind down its steel operations at Saldanha,
which have been suffering “severe financial losses”.

According to the company's website, 568 people work at the
plant which has produced steel products for more than two
decades.
As part of a strategic review of its operations, the steel
manufacturer found that its Saldanha operations had lost their
competitive cost advantage to compete in the export market,
"mainly due to raw material and regulated prices".
ArcelorMittal says Saldanha’s losses were forecast to continue
for the foreseeable future. The plant’s production facilities will
be shut down, which will leave it only on “care and maintenance”
by the first quarter of 2020.
“This difficult decision was taken in the context of constructive
ongoing engagements with key stakeholders, including
government and organised labour, to find alternative solutions
to the dire situation in the South African steel industry,” the
company said.
Sales orders will be fulfilled from the group's Vanderbijlpark
Works.
The company is still deciding on the future of its Newcastle
operations, and certain of its long steel products rolling
facilities.
“Exploration of the benefits of a concentrated operating
footprint will be of foundational importance during this phase
of the review.”
The company, which announced planned retrenchments as
part of “large-scale restructuring” in July, has concluded the
CCMA-facilitated consultation process and will now implement
the “outcomes” from the process, it said.
Concurrently, Lameez Omarjee of Fin24.com reports that
government wants ArcelorMittal to sell its Saldanha plant rather than shut it down.
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Minister Ebrahim Pate

Trade and Industry Minister Ebrahim Patel has said it would be
better for steel producer ArcelorMittal South Africa to sell its
plant in Saldanha than close it and harm the country's
industrial capacity.
ArcelorMittal South Africa (AMSA) in a note to shareholders on
Monday, said it plans to wind down operations in Saldanha, a
town along the west coast. This comes after a strategic review
of the company's operations earlier this year.
The company said Saldanha had lost its "structural competitive
cost advantage" to allow it to "effectively" compete in the
export market. Furthermore the plant is suffering "severe
financial losses" which are expected to continue in the
foreseeable future.
Patel, who was at a Brics Trade Ministers meeting in Brazil on
Monday, said the closure of the Saldanha plant and subsequent
retrenchments of close to 1 000 workers would be a "harsh
blow" to industrialisation in SA.
"If no solution is found with ArcelorMittal, they should consider
selling the plant to ensure the country does not lose industrial
capacity and workers and communities are not displaced,"
Patel said.
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Consistent Lack Of Quantity Surveyors In
Government Departments Is The Root Of
Infrastructure Budget Misspending
Engineers and construction managers aren’t quantity
surveyors
Quantity surveyors are the built environment professionals
equipped and trained to manage the complete contractual and
financial aspects of construction projects. They provide key
oversight and management that helps to ensure that a
construction project is completed within its projected budget
by pricing/forecasting as well as measuring the value of the
work done on-site. Makhathini says that these skills are in
short supply within the Department and that built environment
professionals who haven’t been trained in cost estimating
manage the financials of projects.

Larry Feinberg, Executive Director of the Association of South African
Quantity Surveyors

L

ate last year, the Auditor General reported that
unauthorised expenditure in South Africa had increased
by 38% to R2.1-billion, with the Department of Public
Works and Infrastructure being one of the departments
that received the poorest audit results. While the Department
is mandated to be the custodian and portfolio manager of the
national government’s immovable assets, there are virtually no
Quantity Surveyors within many government departments.
Zandile Makhathini, Chairperson of the Built Environment
Matters Committee on the Council for the Built Environment
(CBE), has worked in various roles within government
departments for the past twenty years. In 2012, she became
the head of an infrastructure programme at the Department of
Public Works and in 2015 she was able to appoint a Quantity
Surveyor for the first time.
“Before 2015, there weren’t formally appointed Quantity
Surveyors at the Department of Public Works. After requesting
a special dispensation from HR to appoint a Quantity Surveyor
for my projects, I was able to appoint one at an uncompetitive
salary. The lack of competitive salaries for Quantity Surveyors
is one of the biggest reasons for the lack of professional
expertise within the Department. There is currently only one
Quantity Surveyor and three candidate Quantity Surveyors
who manage the projects that make up the R12-billion budget
of the Department,” says Makhathini.
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“Government departments are at a critical point where they
need to recognise that a Quantity Surveyor’s skills are
specialised and greatly needed on our projects. As a
construction manager, I’m fully aware of my limitations, which
is why I’ve appointed a Quantity Surveyor as part of my project
team. Instead of expecting engineers and construction
managers to excel in cost estimating and cost control, we
need to entrust this responsibility to people who have
mastered these areas of expertise. Government departments
need to make roles for Quantity Surveyors available at
competitive salaries so that they can control costs and help us
derive value from our building projects and assets,” says
Makhathini.
Maphefo Mogodi, Acting Chairperson of the Council for the
Built Environment (CBE), says Quantity Surveyors are trained
experts that provide an accuracy of estimates that other
professionals simply aren’t trained to provide.
“Consultants involved in a project often tell the client that they
can do the bill of quantities and they include this task in their
fees. Quantity Surveyors are the ones with the nuanced
expertise to provide a level of transparency and clarity to the
costs that other professions aren’t equipped to offer,” says
Mogodi.
Makhathini says that having a Quantity Surveyor on her
projects has led to financial and project management benefits.
“Quantity Surveyors can foresee problems before they arise
and do cost exercises to advise me on how I can achieve my
goal while remaining within budget. During the design phase,
they work with the design team and they focus on containing
costs throughout the construction phase continued on page 11>>
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“There is currently only one
Quantity Surveyor
and three candidate Quantity
Surveyors who manage the
projects that make up the
R12-billion budget of the
Department”

Corobrik’s new R800 million mega factory in Driefontein

Corobrik To Build Economic Legacy
Through R1 Billion In Investment
Industry News

told the high profile private and public sector gathering that the
company had invested R550 million in its new Driefontein plant
to date and would inject a further R250 million into the project
during 2020. An additional R200 million would also see the
company build a new manufacturing facility to the north of
Durban to augment production at its current plant.
Following the conference, Meyer confirmed that design work
for the new R200 million KZN factory had already been
completed and that negotiations were underway to purchase
land for the new operation.
As soon as the Driefontein plant was up and running, work
would begin on the new KZN plant which would take about a
year to complete and was likely to be in production by 2022,
he said.
Turning to the Driefontein facility, which is the largest and most
environmentally friendly facility of its kind in Africa, Meyer said
that the structure looked “extremely impressive” now that the
exterior of the plant had been completed.
The first kiln and drier were complete and construction of a
second kiln and drier was well underway. The clay preparation
machinery and extruders are also in place and installation of
the cutting and wet packaging and dehacking machinery had
also commenced, he said.

Dirk Meyer Corobrik CEO is pictured with the Black Brick which is
proving popular

L

eading brickmaker, Corobrik, will see investment pass
the R1-billion mark within the next two years as it
readies its R800 million new mega factory in Driefontein
for full production and begins to build a second new
plant in KwaZulu-Natal.
Speaking at the second South African Investment Conference
at the beginning of November, chief executive, Dirk Meyer,
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“Next year, we intend to start commissioning the first kiln and
drier and, from January onwards, we will be doing dry runs.
From September onwards, we will be dry commissioning our
second kiln and drier. The idea is to be in full production by
November 2020,” he said.
Meyer said that the project, which had gone extremely
smoothly and would be delivered within budget and on time,
had been largely financed from the essentially debt free
company’s balance sheet.
1 000 jobs have been created during construction of the
Driefontein facility with a further 60 permanent positions to be
created as the factory comes on stream. Meyer said that 30
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members of the local community had been trained and
employed to lay bricks during construction, providing them
with a marketable skill going forward.
“What is particularly important about this project is that, whilst
we are using German intellectual property, most of the building
and construction is being done by South African companies.”
The Driefontein factory will generate at least 20 percent of its
electricity needs from renewable resources, natural gas
consumption for the kilns would be reduced by at least two
thirds and the carbon footprints of both kilns would be
substantially reduced. This sustainability ethos will also be
rolled out to other plants with Corobrik retrofitting some with
the same new kiln technology going forward.
Corobrik currently operates 13 clay brick factories and 14 kilns
countrywide. These produce a mix of plaster and face bricks
for the residential and commercial markets. It also has two
concrete operations in Durban which supply concrete paving
and retaining walls.
Corobrik currently sells about four million bricks per working
day. The company was established in Durban in 1902 and has
established itself as the country’s leading brick maker through
ongoing investment in superior technology, manufacturing
practices, distribution networks and logistic capabilities.

He said that the new Driefontein factory would produce highquality face bricks in different sizes, formats and colours,
enabling Corobrik to keep pace with new building trends and
architectural styles.
According to Meyer, Corobrik’s R1 billion spend would also
ensure that the company remained relevant as a key
stakeholder both within the construction industry and the
broader South African business environment.
“This is undoubtedly a strategic investment that transcends
any economic cycles. Most of our factories have a useful life
of at least 40 years. If we do not invest, our business will not
grow. Instead, we are investing at the right time to take
advantage of future improvement in the economy.”
Meyer said that, as an investor, Corobrik had taken a long term
rather than a short term view and had faith in government’s
strategies to turn the economy around. He said the market had
contracted significantly during the first quarter of 2019 and
remained flat since then. No major change was expected for
most of 2020 although recovery was likely to begin towards
the end of next year or at the beginning of 2021.■

<< from page 9

up until delivery to ensure we get value for money. Without a
Quantity Surveyor, it becomes difficult to manage design
changes and project costs,” says Makhathini.
Quantity Surveyors can help root out corruption
In September 2019, Minister of Public Works and Infrastructure
Patricia de Lille called for an overhaul of the department’s
register after more corruption revelations were uncovered.
Despite the department being custodians of over 30 000
pieces of land and more than 81 000 buildings, the values and
status of properties are mostly unknown.
Solving bottlenecks, managing contracts and providing
legal input
Quantity Surveyors on projects can help solve bottlenecks
on-site and improve project delivery, says Mogodi.
“As most professionals in the built environment know, the
government is often a slow payer and this lack of adequate
cash flow often leads to delays on construction projects. A
Quantity Surveyor is in the position to work with contractors on
site, work out what money needs to be paid for the value of the
progress that has been made, and move projects forward in a
systematic and cost-effective way. Having a Quantity Surveyor
keep their pulse on project costs and ironing out issues with
the contractor on site can drastically improve project delivery,”
says Mogodi.
“Many times, corporate lawyers are hired to represent
government departments during the litigation process, but in
some instances these lawyers don’t have experience with the
JBCC, FIDIC, or other contracts that government uses for
construction projects. A Quantity Surveyor’s expertise can
therefore assist in minimising costs related to project delays
and litigation,” says Makhathini.
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Minimising waste
When asked how government departments can be convinced
of the value that Quantity Surveyors can bring to a project,
Mogodi says that the result of a Quantity Surveyor on a project
easy to see and quantify: there is no waste.
“Quantity Surveyors are there to assist the contractor in
making sure the client gets value for money and that there isn’t
wastage on projects. If you don’t employ a Quantity Surveyor
on your project, you are losing out. The projects with cost
overruns are often the ones where no Quantity Surveyor has
been appointed,” says Mogodi. Larry Feinberg, Executive
Director of the Association of South African Quantity Surveyors
(ASAQS), says it is incumbent on the government to recognise
the deficiencies in project cost management and that
appointing Quantity Surveyors will go a long way in alleviating
corruption.
“When Quantity Surveyors are appointed at municipalities and
within government structures across South Africa, the
mismanagement of funds will be substantially curtailed. While
engineers, architects and other built environment professionals
can do contract administration bills of quantities, they will
never come close to being as meticulous and as accurate as
trained Quantity Surveyors. When Quantity Surveyors oversee
contractual and accounting budgets, government will be able
to get clear cut answers as to why there are cost overruns on
projects, which will reflect a better fiscus for our country, and
provide government with stringent budget oversight
mechanisms and ultimate accountability,” comments
Feinberg.■
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“We have been supplying bricks into the South African market
for nearly 120 years and we’ve built an important legacy. Many

of our country’s most iconic buildings have been constructed
using Corobrik products and we must continue to provide the
people of South Africa with quality affordable building products.
As we say, ‘better starts here”. We believe that better begins
with excellence and that the Driefontein project will help us to
achieve a continued legacy of excellence,” Meyer said.

National Inner-City Trends
Industry News

By Simon Matthews
Extracts from the presentation at TUHF’s Inner City Property Conference

T

he major problem we face the length of our
recession. We are in one of the longest recessions
this country has faced since WWII. Unless we pivot
from the gradual downturn in the economy, our
cities won’t improve and the property sector will be in an
increasingly difficult situation. The global economy is
slowing down when we are trying to move our local
economy upwards.

The irony is that the vacancy rates of offices in the
Johannesburg CBD at the moment are lower than in
Sandton. We are seeing a stabilisation and rental increases
are dwindling. One number that underpinned the sector 8%
growth in rentals no longer applies (4% if you are lucky).
According to the Urban Land Institute Emerging Trends
(2019), the name of the game in the property sector at the
moment is residential. Furthermore, the shopping centre
has become a warehouse due to e-tailing. Another important
issue is that people are going to live in smaller units. As you
live smaller, what happens between the buildings becomes
important; enter the concept of the corporate neighbourhood,
where you have a large investor taking up an entire block.
The other trend is that we are becoming hotel operators. It
is no longer about selling GLA square metres it’s about
selling the experience. That experience is largely determined
by the urban environment in which we function. If we are
going to bring people into our inner cities in flats of
20 m2, we better have the suitable urban environment to
facilitate that.
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If you lose a tenant at the moment, you will lose close to two
years of income. The time to market will be close to eight
months. It is vital to keep that tenant, whether in the inner
city or elsewhere, which means that on a five-year lease you
may as well give a 20% reduction in the rental upfront.
There is no place for operating costs to rise. When 60% of
operating costs are public sector driven, what happens in
that sphere will become fundamental to the future of the
property market in the years to come.
Insert slide Sector-Basic Rental Growth Slowing…offices
off 2015 low
However, the residential sector is keeping up nicely.
Investors are desperately looking for returns and yields.
That is why investors are turning toward sectors we may not
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Speaking of location, 40% of all commercial developments
across the entire country are happening in Rosebank and
Sandton. We have an enormous concentration in very few
SA nodes. The result is that, as mentioned previously, the
Sandton vacancy rate is higher that the Johannesburg CBD.
So what is holding back entrepreneurship in the property
market?

have heard of before, to go to locations they may not have
considered in the past.
I agree with the adage, “Location, location, location” though
the problem is that in SA, location can change on you
rapidly. Hence, investors are increasingly looking at the
possibility of residential units, rather than other sectors.
What sector should you be in? While there is 2% growth in
property values in the lower end of the market, by the time
you go to under a million rand there is still growth of 11%.

Many of those developers operating in the inner city are
doing so because others can’t or don’t want to. But there is
something for everyone in the property market.

Due to exorbitant operating costs by municipalities, small
and medium-sized businesses have the odds stacked
against them. Large investors doing a multi-billion rand
development can afford to have delays in construction. For
the entrepreneur, the difference of a month in a zoning
application is the difference between the business staying
afloat or going bust.
We must be careful not to have systems that are stacked
against inner-city developers. Decisions made by large
REITs are very different to those made by smaller
entrepreneurs. The property market interacts with local
government continuously and that relationship should be
mutually beneficial.

Building activity is slowing down, but comparatively
speaking, Gauteng is doing relatively well at 2%.

These companies are disrupting the property market in all
aspects. The opportunity for entrepreneurs to function in
the property market will increasingly be influenced by
proptech operators. The quicker we start understanding
who these players are, the better. The link between city data
and cities making their data available creates opportunities
for new investment. ■
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There are two problems in SA at the moment. Growth of
capital formation is on the decline, and if we look at the
trend of non-residential buildings, we also see a decline.
Insert slide Building Activity is on the Decline

Firstly, under apartheid land policies, land ownership was
verboten. Secondly, there is very little culture of mentorship
and assimilation of entrepreneurship. However, programmes
like TUHF are producing a seismic change in terms of
networking and knowledge. The Acting Mayor must be
commended for bringing opportunities to property
entrepreneurs.
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A total of fifteen AfriSam readymix trucks ensured uninterrupted supply of concrete to the site

GOTHIC AND AFRISAM EXECUTE CONTINUOUS
CASTING IN JUST OVER 13 HOURS

G

othic Construction and AfriSam have efficiently
executed the continuous casting of 764 m3 of
concrete in just over 13 hours.

This large continuous pour, a record for Gothic Construction,
was achieved during the casting of the first phase of the
post-tensioned deck slab at the Waterfall Mall in Rustenburg
during September this year.
The post-tensioned slab facilitates an efficient deck which
increases the economic span range when compared to
reinforced concrete. To eliminate the need for construction
joints which would ultimately require extra waterproofing
and maintenance, the contractor elected to cast the large
post-tensioned slab in two phases, as continuous pours.

The first phase covering an area of 2 646 m2 took the
honours as the largest continuous pour done by Gothic
Construction to date. A 30 MPa AfriSam Post Tension Mix
with an integral crystalline waterproofing admixture supplied
by Penetron, was specified. This mix achieved early high
strength, with excellent finishing and workability
characteristics. Added benefits of the mix was its ease of
pumpability, placing and compaction. The workability of the
mix made it easy to be finished and power floated, affording
efficient use of labour.
Fifteen AfriSam readymix trucks ensured the uninterrupted
supply of concrete with two 36-metre boom pumps on site
to facilitate the placing of the concrete. A third pump was
on standby to guarantee no delays.
The success of the initial large pour was followed a few
weeks later by casting the second phase of the deck slab,
covering 2 062 m2. This smaller area, requiring 624 m3 of
concrete, was also cast in a continuous pour being supplied
by seventeen readymix trucks and took 11 hours to
complete.
Maurice Janse van Rensburg, AfriSam’s Territory Sales
Manager for the North West Province, explains that what
made this achievement more significant was that all the
concrete was supplied from AfriSam’s plant in Rustenburg
only.

Two 36 metre boom pumps were used to facilitate the placing of the
concrete with a third pump on standbyof concrete to the site
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“Normally a readymix plant will undertake to supply up to
700 m3 of concrete for a continuous pour. When more than
that is required for a specific project, the supply will come
from two sites in the area,” he explains. “The project in
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association and two local wards, took place before
agreement could be reached on the extent of local workforce
involvement. It was agreed that selected tenders would
follow the normal procedures on the condition that these
contractors would use local labour, taking calculated risks
in doing so. Ziyabuya Labour Consultants facilitated the
process resulting in the programme gaining momentum with
the required local teams on site.
Pierre Marais, Gothic Construction’s Contracts Director
shared that the company is celebrating its 40th anniversary
this year and has over the past four decades developed into
a dependable medium-sized construction company.

Placing of the AfriSam readymix underway at Gothic Construction's
Waterfall Mall site

The AfriSam team met this logistical challenge head-on
ensuring an uninterrupted supply. Not only were all available
readymix trucks used, a generator was on standby in case
of unplanned power outages. Additional water tanks were
ready to ensure a constant supply of mixing water. Careful
planning also went into maintaining stock levels of all
materials.
Furthermore, the full contract for the extension of the
Waterfall Mall not only specified the addition of the upper
parking deck, but also included the increase of retail space
with full services for Dis-Chem to a total of 1 800 m2, as
well as the extension of the basement parking area by
10 000 m2.
The roof of the basement parking extension formed the slab
for the increase in retail space. The most economic design
for this section of the project was a coffer slab covering an
area of 1 260 m2. The slab was designed to carry the heavy
static loading requirements of the tenant above.
Coffer slabs have an added advantage of longer spans
requiring fewer support columns, thus maximising availability
of the parking space in the basement. The concrete
supplied for the coffer slab was a special 30 MPa AfriSam
Retainer Mix focusing on strength gain and workability,
requiring minimal vibration.

Traditionally Gothic Construction had confined their projects
to Gauteng where management’s hands-on approach could
best be implemented. The decision to tender for the project
in Rustenburg was as a result of the availability of
experienced Contract Manager, Hannes van Rensburg,
based in that area.
Van Rensburg expands: “The achievements on this project
could be directly ascribed to the good relationship between
Gothic Construction, AfriSam, Penetron, Uni-Span
Formwork & Scaffolding, VRC Erectors and Silverton
Reinforcing & Wire Products as well as all the other
stakeholders. Overall the project is on schedule with the
continuous concrete pours having made up for initial time
lost.”
The project is scheduled for completion by the start of the
builders’ break in mid-December. ■
Maxine Nel
AfriSam
Tel: +27 11 670 5893
Email: maxine.nel@za.afrisam.com
www.afrisam.com

The mix was ideally suited for quality off-shutter finishes.
The special composition of this mix ensured durable
concrete with less likelihood of deterioration and
maintenance.
Representatives of both AfriSam and Penetron were on site
during the placing of the concrete to advise and to take the
necessary samples for quality testing. Gothic Construction
also ensured that independent sampling was carried out.
Whilst the operational aspects of the contract relating to the
materials and execution called for celebration, the onset of
the project was somewhat delayed by the demands from
local business forums. Extended negotiations with labour
forums, which included representatives from the taxi
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A second continuous pour was done on the deck slab covering 2 062 m2
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Rustenburg did not have the luxury of another plant being
close by, so all the concrete was supplied from our
Rustenburg plant.”

“The longevity can be ascribed to sound management
policies and keeping overheads low. Our non-negotiable
core values are evident in the execution of all our contracts
namely: building relationships, delivering quality
workmanship on time and a strict adherence to health &
safety requirements,” Marais says.

SA Cement Manufacturers Play Hardball With
Suppliers Of Sub-Standard Cement
In November South African Builder interviewed Njombo Lekula, MD of PPC
SA on this thorny issue.
cheaper, inferior products in an effort to save on construction
costs and increase profits.
For an ordinary, double storey house, cement costs
comprise between 3% and 4% of total costs. An RDP
house may go up to 8% because there is less glass.
Minimising the cost of the binder in the cement which holds
the structure together does not make sense, but our people
are being exploited and we cannot keep quiet.

Cement and Concrete

Njombo Lekula, MD of PPC SA

What are the issues with inferior quality cement?

I

n terms of quality standards, we benchmark ourselves
against our competitors. Two years ago, we started the
protocol of randomly buying competitors’ products from
the shelf, and testing for quality. What shocked us was
their tendency to meet the specifications of the South
African Bureau of Standards (SABS) and the continuous
deterioration of quality.
We alerted the SABS and also NRCS (National Regulator for
Compulsory Specifications) which gives trading permits.
What transpired is that the SABS responded and one of the
producers has been shut down.
Unfortunately, the ordinary consumer is subjected to
cheaply available inferior products. PPC’s approach is that
as a responsible SA producer, we cannot just sit back and
do nothing about it. This is why we brought the matter to the
attention of the authorities.
Our quality testing involves making a cube out of these
inferior products. After 28 days, when that cube is broken,
it should break at minimum of 32,5 megapascals (MPa).
Some of the products are of such bad quality that they
break at 3 MPa after 28 days, instead of 32,5 MPa.
Consider that the victims are poor people who put up
money to build their homes for their families and their
children’s children they are trying to build a legacy. They are
lured with cheap products and we see the consequences
within five to 10 years. PPC has a responsibility to expose
the problem.
We understand that bodies like the NRCS are funded by the
levies which they charge the producers, so they have limited
capacity to police the market. However, we believe in
protecting the unsophisticated end user as the big
contractors do test product quality.
PPC is concerned because in these tough economic times,
small and medium-sized contractors are drifting towards
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What is the way forward?
One suspect producer has been shut down and another has
been given a warning with an imminent closure. Their
modus operandi is to buy a reputable product and add fly
ash from Eskom power stations to increase volume and
minimise expense.
We have had positive feedback and action from the
authorities, and we will continue to educate consumers
about buying products from reputable suppliers and the
consequences of using poor quality cement.
PPC is looking at designating our products to ensure that
quality products are used for RDP infrastructure. Instead of
producing a general-purpose cement used for mortar,
plaster and foundation, we have made purpose-specific
products.
Surewall can be used for mortar and plaster; Surecem can
be used for the foundations of smaller houses and Suretech
is used for major structures. Our aim with the Sure range is
to introduce an affordable product fit for purpose.
Remodelling
and
refurbishing of houses
happens
in
highly
congested areas and
our
products
are
premixed with no need
to add sand; Gauteng
sand has quality issues
but we clean
it to
bolster quality.
It does not necessarily
makes business sense
to expose fly-by-night
producers
there are
six
major
cement
producers to choose
from, but our company
ethos is to improve the
quality of people’s lives
in the communities in
which we operate.■

PPC’s “Sure” range exemplifies an affordable quality
product which is fit for purpose
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Cement Sector Briefs Parliament On Potential
Industry Crisis

S

truggling to compete with a glut of cheap imports,
the SA cement industry has made presentations to
parliamentary portfolio chairpersons as well as
political parties explaining the background and
reasons for its Safeguard application to the International
Trade Administration Commission of South Africa (ITAC).
Industry spokesperson and MD of The Concrete Institute
(TCI), Bryan Perrie, has presented the industry’s plight
calling for “the playing field to be levelled” and pointing out
that the cost of doing business in South Africa is significantly
higher than in countries exporting cement to South Africa.

“In South Africa, cement manufacturing is subject to
regulatory requirements, including the newly-introduced
carbon tax and ever-increasing energy costs, from which
foreign producers are largely exempt. Unlike foreign
producers, the SA cement sector pays local taxes, which
contribute to the government’s fiscus and thus national
development.
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Bryan Perrie, MD of TCI

Stellenbosch University research has shown that the
construction industry accounts for 8% of total formal
employment and 17% of total informal employment in SA.
The cement sector directly employs more than 7 000 people
and indirectly an additional 35 000 jobs are affected.
“These could all be under threat. We are not looking for
protection or a ban on imports — just to level the field and
protect national interests,” he adds.■
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Perrie says according to the construction market intelligence
firm, Industry Insight, imports of cement into South Africa
increased by 293% year-on-year in July - and the figure
looks to be increasing this year. “The cement industry is
facing a crisis which threatens to undermine the industrial
capacity of the country in general. Urgent action is required.
We have asked ITAC for a Safeguard action against cheap
cement imports, which are undercutting local producers’
price by almost 45%, and skewing the market prices,” he
said.

“The local cement
sector can produce
up to 20-million tons
of cement a year but
is currently producing
around 13-million. The
industry wants to be
part of the inclusive
growth championed
by President Cyril
Ramaphosa at the
World
Economic
Forum (WEF) on Africa
but needs government
protection for SA to
have the necessary
concrete to build the
roads, bridges, ports,
and airports such
growth would call for.”

SA’s Most Experienced Concrete Training
School Forges Ahead

T

ime and experience have placed The Concrete
Institute’s School of Concrete Technology (SCT) which this year celebrates more than 45 years of
operations – as the preferred concrete technology
training provider in South Africa, says John Roxburgh,
senior lecturer at the School, which has just published its
Education Programme for 2020.
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Roxburgh says the wide variety of courses to be offered
next year is the result of nearly half-a-century of experience
of the type of training the construction and concrete
industries require. “The selection of courses have been
developed over these years to meet the educational needs
of those working with concrete or in concrete-related
industries.”
He says the concept of concrete training was informally
started in the early 1950s with the then Portland Cement
Institute (PCI), based in relatively small premises in
Richmond in Auckland Park, presenting lectures and
organising several symposia. “But it was only in 1974 that
the PCI established a formal training school, the School of
Concrete Technology, with courses initially mainly for
foremen. Due to the success of these courses more were
introduced in 1975 for engineers and technicians, and
special one-day advanced modules covering pumping,
repairs and admixtures, added later. In those years, a crosssection of the whole construction and civil engineering
industries - from foremen to sales representatives - attended
the SCT courses. The popularity of the courses, and
growing number of students, soon placed a severe strain on
the PCI laboratory in which the training was then offered,”
continues Roxburgh.
In June 1980, the SCT moved into to a Fulton Awardwinning new home adjacent to the PCI head offices at
Portland Park in Halfway House. “Here the School thrived in

John Roxburgh, senior lecturer at the School of Concrete Technology

a state-of-the-art facility with fully equipped laboratory,
lecture rooms and a much-envied lecture theatre and glasswalled function hall, where the courses were formalised into
what is now offered. During the 1980s, the City and Guilds
courses, which SCT now offers as the SCT41 and SCT42
courses on behalf of the Institute of Concrete
Technology in London, were introduced. The
Advanced Concrete Technology course was
first run in 1990 with the graduates receiving
their diplomas in 1991.
The SCT moved to The Concrete Institute’s
premises at Waterfall Park office park in
Midrand in 2006 where it today offers 16
different courses to be repeated next year.
“These courses are continually updated to
keep pace with all the rapid changes in the
world of concrete technology. The education
provided by the SCT will open many doors for
those wishing to establish and advance their
careers in the concrete industry. The School is
well-established, and years of experience has
placed it at the forefront of concrete training,”
Roxburgh adds. ■

Matthews Magwaza (left), lecturer at The School of Concrete Technology, about to
demonstrate to trainees how concrete hydration is hot enough to boil an egg, during a
practical training session at the School in Midrand
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For more information about the SCT 2020
Training Programme, phone 011 315 0300, or
email sct@theconcreteinstitute.org.za or visit
www.theconcreteinstitute.org.za.
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Advanced Additives From MAPEI Enhance The
Quality Of SA’s Cement

M

apei is best-known for its vast range of construction
chemicals, admixtures and adhesives, yet few
realize that it’s influence begins far earlier in the
construction cycle with the provision of advanced
chemicals that aid cement manufacturers in the production of
high-quality cement.
In South Africa, and worldwide, Mapei is a major supplier of
cement additives and grinding aids that improve the
characteristics of cement therefore enabling producers to
increase throughput and so achieve better efficiencies and
lower costs per ton of cement sold.
Mapei product manager for cement additives, Laurence
Gopane, says cement is produced with a complex recipe of
clinker and other ingredients including gypsum, fly ash, slag
and limestone amongst others. Each additive is tailor-made for
each and every plant to support the particular ingredients as
well as manufacturing processes.

The MAPEI Facility in Mediglia Italy

Live tests
He explains that due to the technical complexity of the cement
manufacturing process, there are many different variables that
need to be considered when adding additives. These include
the type of clinker being used, mix ratios of slag, fly ash, and
other ingredients, as well as equipment type, grinding media
and a host of other variables.

CACC seminar takes place yearly

Careful selection
“Regardless of the mix, even plants within the same
organisation may have different recipes with their own unique
challenges. That’s where our team comes into its own. We are
able to partner with the producer and recommend products
that will assist in meeting the specific requirements,” adds
Gopane.

The selection of the cement additive starts with lab testing of
the specific raw material. This usually results in an initial
prototype of grinding aids, which is then tested in the mill and
adjusted according to the actual outputs and requirements. In
the end, however, the result is the best possible product that
can be produced cost-efficiently from each manufacturing
plant. And, for the end user, it results in the best quality
cement at the best possible price per bag or ton.
“For contractors and other users - the use of quality cement is
critical in producing high quality concrete for local building
sites. It also enables cement producers to keep up with the
high demand for quality cement in either bulk or bags. This is
continued on page 20>>

“For example, some additives are grinding aids that improve
the grinding action of the mills by preventing particle
agglomeration and adhesion to equipment; and there are
different types available that improve the strength of
performance. Mapei Grinding Aids (M.A.G.A) as well as
performance enhancers (M.A.P.E) influence the properties of
the final cement. Producers are therefore able to “tweak
cement” to have different properties, such as optimising early
strengths and late strength gains.
“The country’s large cement manufacturers rely on these
additives to achieve their production goals. Needless to say,
since Mapei’s entry into the local market some ten years ago,
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Intense analysis and testing of raw materials
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the game has changed and our modern additives have
brought many advantages to the market that ultimately
improves the quality of cement to end users,” says Gopane.

This New Lightweight Cementitious Walling
System Is As Light On The Environment
As It Is On The Structure

Cement and Concrete

SanteQ lightweight walling system being erected in a Sandton hotel
facility. In this application, the load-bearing capacity of the building was
specified at less than 800kg/m3 which precluded the use of traditional
construction materials

T

he re-purposing of buildings into student residences,
apartments, entry level housing and hotels is on the
increase, with more and more developers looking to
re-use or re-purpose existing buildings in key urban
locations. In addition, existing foundations often require
significant investment to cater for the load of traditional brick
and mortar walls and, although lightweight walls such as dry
walling is popular in commercial developments, they lack the
robustness when used in residential refurbishments.
For this reason, a new lightweight, fit-for-purpose walling
system has recently been introduced to the South African
construction industry. SanteQ lightweight walling systems
offer excellent thermal, acoustic, robustness and a 2-hour fire
rating with convenient installation.

SanteQ lightweight walling being erected for a pharmaceutical facility.
Some walls were as high as 7m

and are erected on site, services installed and a bespoke
lightweight, 100% recycled polystyrene and cementitious
composite infill is pumped into the voids. The walls can then
be skim plastered and painted.

Weighing 550-700 kg/m3 or less than 30% of conventional
masonry walling, these solid cementitious systems are simpler,
quicker and cleaner to erect, significantly cutting down on
building times.

Modelled on the Sanjo Fabtech Sterling load-bearing
technology which is currently being used widely in multi-storey
RDP developments for the Department of Human Settlements,
the new SanteQ systems have already been used successfully
in lightweight walling projects in Sandton for the re-purposing
of an existing commercial office into a high-end hotel, a
pharmaceutical manufacturing facility in Benoni and the
refurbishing of an existing building in Sandton into student
accommodation.

The pre-engineered cellulose fibre walling systems are
available in 5 wall thicknesses ranging from 62 mm to 229 mm

SanteQ lightweight walling systems have the necessary
accreditations from Agrément SA, SABS and the Firelab.■

<< from page 19

when our team from Concrete Admixtures will be able to add
further technical support and benefits,” Laurence concludes.
Giving back
Mapei also hosts an annual Cement Additives Seminar which
is open to all cement producers and blenders; regardless of
being a current customer or not. Specialists and technical
consultants from our C-ADD division in Milan come out to
South Africa to interact, educate and present relevant content
to the attendees about the Cement Additives industry. The
event sheds light on the latest best practices, technologies
and products available to help cement producers to keep up
with new and challenging demands. The 2020 Cement
Additives Seminar is anticipated to take place during the
second quarter of 2020.■
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State of the art equipment for Lab testing
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Cement Extenders Call For Special Curing
Procedures, TCI Advises

Perrie says the use of pozzolanic and hydraulic cement
extenders is now commonplace in South Africa with portland
cement being blended with materials such as:
• Fly ash (FA), derived from the combustion of pulverised
coal in thermal power plants;
• Ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBS), and ground
granulated corex slag (GGCS), secondary waste products
from the iron manufacturing process; and
• Condensed silica fume (CSF), a by-product of the smelting
process used to produce silicon metal and ferro-silicon
alloys.
"The use of these by-product or secondary materials has
become popular - and encouraged - because of environmental
and economic benefits. However, when added to portland
cement concrete, these materials affect the physical and
chemical properties of the cement paste phase and
consequently respond differently to curing conditions.
"Dealing with the effect of extenders, briefly and generally, FA
and CSF when mixed with cement and water undergo
reactions with the calcium hydroxide released when cement
hydrates in water. A pozzolanic reaction follows which
produces a low-density Calcium-Silicate-Hydrate(CSH) gel,
contributing to the binding action of the cement phase in the
concrete.
"More importantly, the hydrates produced in the pozzolanic
reaction are deposited in the spaces between the gel formed
around the cement particles, thereby reducing the size and the
degree of interconnection of the pores. This improves the
strength and durability characteristics of the concrete.
"In addition to the pozzolanic reaction of FA in concrete, fly
ash's particle shape and size aids the compaction and density
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of the resulting concrete with positive effects on placeability,
bleeding and long- term strength. Good quality FA also has a
fine filler effect in stimulating the hydration of the cement up to
28 days - an important consideration for concretes in which
large proportions of the cement is replaced by a cement
extender.
"On the other hand, GGBS/GGCS is considered a latent
hydraulic material that will hydrate in the same way as cement
when mixed with water. So, if GGBS/GGCS is added to a
concrete mix together with the cement, the presence of
calcium hydroxide and other alkalis accelerates the hydration
of the GGBS although the rate of rate of hydration of the
GGBS/GGCS is considerably slower than that of the cement.
It is thought that GGBS/GGCS also participates in a pozzolanic
reaction, although to a considerably lesser extent than FA and
CSF. The extent of its involvement in the reaction appears to
depend on the composition of the slag.
"Since the major contribution of GGBS/GGCS to the binding
effect of the cement phase is through hydration, GGBS/GGCS
concretes are sensitive to inadequate curing at early ages
because of this slow rate of hydration. With normal replacement
(about 50%), particular care should be taken in curing the
concrete during the early period after casting.
"CSF, because of its fine particle size, can fill the spaces
between cement particles, which results in an increase in the
density of the cement paste phase. This boosts impermeability
of the concrete and also the durability of the concrete.
"With regard to curing, at normal replacements levels - where
about 7% of the cement is replaced by CSF - the resulting
concrete may be treated in the same way as portland cement
concrete, but if the replacement is based on achieving
equivalent strength, one part of CSF can be used to replace
between three and five parts of Portland cement, depending
on the strength level. In this case, CSF concrete is considerably
more sensitive to initial curing and care should be taken to
avoid surface drying," Perrie adds.■
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C

ement extenders offer many benefits to concrete
mixes but it is important to consider the effect of the
extenders on the curing of concrete, says Bryan
Perrie, managing director of The Concrete Institute.
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Modern Precast System And Modular
Construction: Where To Apply?

Building with precast

“I

n many parts of the world there is a huge demand
for new housing. To meet the backlog, many
countries have put together plans to build a big
number of low cost or affordable housing units in a
very short time. However, all those future housing units need
to meet a range of different demands to be acceptable” says
Curt Lindroth, Area Sales Director, Elematic Oyj, based in
Finland.
What should an acceptable solution provide?
Lindroth goes on to ask, “How can we build acceptable
housing units within a reasonable time frame, with a limited
budget and at the same time provide a solid foundation for
living and prosperity for the future home owners and
tenants?”. “As in all projects, everything starts from defining
what is an acceptable solution, what such a solution should
provide. Therefore, the question comes down to the selection
of the building method and the choice of the building
materials.”
3D modules are trendy but not very handy
Currently, there is a growing interest in manufacturing predesigned standard box unit modules at a factory as this
speed ups the assembly at site. For example, a precast
concrete company in Dubai applied the principles of modular
construction in a villa project. They stretched the 3D design
to room-sized 3D modules in precast concrete. The modules
were assembled at the factory using precast concrete panels
including finishing, electrical cabling, sockets and plumbing.
Additionally, the modules were transported to the site where
the villa was assembled in only 48 hours. The time they spent
preparing modules at the factory is, of course, not included.
Even if the short assembly time sounds great, there are some
downsides. Room-sized 3D modules in precast concrete are
heavy and may weigh more than 30 tons. Handling, lifting and
transportation of such heavy modules is challenging and it
may cause damages to the finishing or to the structure. Often
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the end result is a situation where the overall cost per built up
square meter is higher than that of using modern, designfocused precast system.
Using 3D steel moulds for production at the factory may be
applicable to pre-manufacturing of bathroom and elevator
shaft modules. However, it is important to keep in mind that
there is a balance of just how heavy and complex precast
concrete products are feasible to pre-manufacture.
Architectural freedom may get very limited if buildings are
completely built using 3D moulds.
Modern precast offers practicality and saves costs
Modern, design-focused precast concrete is suitable for all
types of buildings, in seismic areas and also in areas prone
to tornadoes. Precast concrete can be used as the main
building material or only partly as a structural component.
When high-quality, energy-efficient buildings have been the
target, the modern, design-focused precast concrete has
repeatedly been selected as the construction method.
Precast concrete is a proven, industrialised building method.
Even if installation still takes place at the construction site,
the main part of the work is transferred from the chaos of a
building site to controlled, organised factory conditions. In
addition, housing units are still completed within a reasonable
time, cost-efficiently and in a safe manner.
The use of precast concrete brings quite a lot of savings
compared to alternative solutions. The savings come from a
number of sources. As an example, in residential buildings,
the span of pre-stressed precast hollow core slabs can be
from 8 meters to 12 meters. The external insulated precast
concrete wall panels can work as the only load-bearing walls.
Furthermore, pre-stressed hollow-core slabs save up to 45
percent in concrete compared to reinforced concrete floor
casted in a 3D mould, or a plain cast-in-situ reinforced slab.
Pre-stressing steel can also be cut by continued on page 23>>
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Structural Repairs With MAPEI’s
Concrete Repair Mortar

S

outh Africa’s infrastructure network faces the same
problem as that of several other countries – a harsh
sulphate and chloride-rich environment, as well as
ageing structures which are being over-used whilst
servicing a rapidly growing population. Mapei South Africa
manufactures a rapid-setting, thixotropic and fibre-reinforced
cementitious mortar called Planitop Smooth & Repair R4 ZA
which can be applied by trowel in a single layer from 3 mm to
40 mm thickness for structural repairs on internal and
external, horizontal and vertical concrete surfaces. Planitop
Smooth & Repair R4 ZA can therefore be used to prolong and
sustain the lifecycle of structures within South Africa.

Some typical applications
would be rapid repair work
on deteriorated concrete
beams and pillars, cornices
and edges of balconies, as
well as repairs to structural
elements that require a
mortar with high mechanical
Mapei packing for the Planitop
performance properties.
Smooth and Repair R4 ZA is
“Planitop Smooth & Repair
attractive with full instructions printed R4 ZA is an all-encompassing

Repairs underway

repair and smoothing mortar. The success of the product in
the market has enabled Mapei South Africa to produce it at
our Roodekop production facilities,” says Shane Coll, Building
Product Manager at Mapei. “The product is unique in that our
specialist R&D team have been able to develop a product
with fine aggregates to give a smooth finish, but also a
product which gives impressive compressive strengths,” he
added.
Mapei’s renowned research and development has formulated
an all-round solution to the requirements of an ideal repair
mortar, providing:
• good impermeability to water and salt solutions;
• good impermeability to carbon dioxide;
• good crack bridging;
• good adhesion to substrate; and
• good ageing resistance.
“I am confident that this product will become a standard
stock item for anyone involved in concrete repairs in the
precast concrete industry, general construction work or even
DIY homeowners,” says Coll.■

<< from page 22

optimise entire precast production process, from 3D building
design, to the construction site. The production lines feature
advanced software, modern table circulation and state-of the
art production machinery. Automated functions cover
planning, monitoring and controlling the process of producing
building blocks for acceptable buildings.
An acceptable building for a home should, first of all, be
affordable and of a decent quality, with sufficient living
space, good structural stability and located in a sustainable
neighbourhood. The acceptable home needs to match
expectations of future home owners and tenants.
Curt Lindroth, Area Sales Director, Elematic Oyj, Finland

30 percent because of the lower self-weight of hollow core
slabs. In an average apartment this means savings of about
14 tons of concrete and more than 250 kg of steel. Moreover,
pre-stressed hollow core slabs can be partly recessed which
makes it easier to prepare bathroom plumbing.

“To sum up, good quality and low life-cycle costs of precast
concrete buildings make them an attractive choice for home
owners. Add to that short construction time and cost
efficiency of the construction process and you get an optimal
choice for large housing projects” concluded Lindroth.

Optimised production process
Modern automated precast concrete production plants

Elematic, based in Finland, is regarded as a world leader in
the supply of precast concrete production technologies.■
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Cement and Concrete

Mapei’s Planitop Smooth &
Repair R4 ZA has been highly
successful in protecting
against carbonation and
chloride attack, delaying the
time of initial corrosion and
suppressing
corrosion
propagation. The result is an
exceptional R4-class mortar
that offers a solution for
convenient high-performance
structural repairs.

Housing

Inclusionary Housing Policy Must Make
Business Sense To Development and
Construction Industries

I

n November the City of Cape Town finally announced it
would be undertaking a feasibility analysis in the new
year towards drafting its inclusionary housing policy.

feasibility. The City has stated that it will continue to engage
with industry and sector stakeholders in the development of
such a policy, another move welcomed by the Forum.

In the meantime, there is much speculation about how the
private development community will embrace – or balk – at
a policy to include more affordable units within every
residential development proposed.

“The outcomes of such a policy will only be successful if the
model makes business sense to the sector. This is one of
the reasons we have been very keen to be involved in the
policy formation with the City as we believe our sector can
give great insight into the production line of property, and
assist in forming a policy that both the development
community can embrace and that will also satisfy the
expectations of the various civil society organisations
calling for the policy.”

However, Deon van Zyl, chairperson of the Western Cape
Property Development Forum (WCPDF), has expressed his
organisation’s relief that the City of Cape Town is once
again actively pursuing the policy. For some time, the
WCPDF has been calling for certainty on the topic so that it
could quantify the impact it will have on the development
and construction community.
“It is vital that such a policy be established to at least in
some way address the backlog of accommodation in Cape
Town,” says Van Zyl. “But, at the same time, it also needs
to give certainty to the development and construction
sector in terms of how it will impact that sector in terms of
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The concept of inclusionary housing is neither new, nor is
the topic unique to Cape Town. An accepted form of
providing affordable housing across the globe, inclusionary
housing originated in the USA in the early 1970s, to
accommodate people in urban areas from which they have
been displaced as a result of economic disparities widening
on the one hand, accompanied by rising costs of housing
on the other. According to the Grounded Solutions Network
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that tracks the emergence of affordable housing solutions,
there are already 866 jurisdictions in the USA with some
form of inclusionary zoning.
Also referred to as “land value capture”, inclusionary
housing policies seeks to extract value on behalf of society
as payment for additional development rights being granted
to a developer.
“This is always in addition to the standard development
application fees and development contributions already
paid by the industry,” explains Van Zyl.
Inclusionary housing policies assist to create affordable
housing by encouraging or, in some instances, requiring
developers to set aside a percentage of housing units within
a development to be sold or rented at below-market prices.
Or, alternatively, to make a contribution towards the
development of affordable housing off site.
Bringing together all the major organisations involved in
development and construction across the Western Cape,
the WCPDF has already been engaging with the City and
various social activist groups for close on two years to
ensure that the built environment community is consulted
and involved in the policy-making process.

Van Zyl believes that financial contribution towards
inclusionary housing should ideally come from one of two
sources: “Savings through optimised statutory application
processes and assistance from employers to fund housing
key employees essential to their businesses. In the USA, for
example, companies like Amazon and Google assist in the
funding of inclusionary housing for their employees.
Businesses in South Africa will have to follow suit. The
banks and big financial service organisations in Cape Town
should set the example in co-funding inclusionary housing
for their staff,” argues van Zyl.
Speaking recently at an inclusionary housing workshop
hosted by the Development Action Group (DAG) and the
WCPDF, Rick Jacobus, principal of Street Level Urban
Impact Advisors (renowned consultants on inclusionary
housing programmes and policy throughout the USA),
stressed the need for viable incentives for any inclusionary
housing policy to be adopted by developers.
Noting the most popular incentive to be allowing for density
on site, Jacobus also said that tax incentives were a close
second: “In other words, if you provide affordable units on
site, you get a tax abatement – a reduced property tax
assessment. Seattle, for example, offers a 15-year waiver of
property taxes on all projects that include affordable units.”
Rob McGaffin of the University of Cape Town’s Urban Real
Estate Research Unit (URERU) agrees that any inclusionary
housing policy must make business sense, particularly at a
time when the majority of development and construction
companies have cut their profits to the bone in order to
survive.

“The result is that new developments are being delayed for
even more years, now locked in litigation to accompany the
years of legislative red tape through which developments
have to wade in the first place.

Research undertaken by the URERU recently revealed that
developments which had previously taken three to four
years just to get through the standard approval processes
even before breaking ground were now taking anywhere
between five and eight years instead.

“This is causing enormous uncertainty and a loss of
economic confidence among investors who would then
rather take their projects outside the City. Meanwhile, the
industry haemorrhages jobs particularly at the poorest level
of society – construction workers.” The WCPDF believes
that the consequential rise of the unemployment rate and
even the collapse of local companies have been seen as no
more than ‘collateral damage’ as government and civil
society fight it out.
“Meanwhile, our industry is bleeding,” says Van Zyl.
Nonetheless, he has no doubt that property developers in
the Cape would embrace an inclusionary housing policy,
and the sooner it is formulated the better: “Not only to stop
the uncertainty of objections and the huge and costly delays
that these cause, but to have certainty in black and white
exactly what the conditions and incentives will be for
incorporating inclusionary housing into all residential
developments.”
“What it cannot be,” states Van Zyl adamantly, “is yet
another tax on developers, who are already under enormous
obligation and financial pressure due to non-aligned
legislative frameworks and the time it takes to get any
development approved.
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“It’s very difficult to make any development viable at this
point in time,” says McGaffin. “We’ve estimated that for
every year a project is delayed, you decrease the project’s
affordability by 15%.
“There’s this idea that there are these super profits being
made, and that all developers drive 4X4s and live in Camps
Bay. This is just not the case”.
Adding that the development community was far bigger
than just the handful of big-name brands recognised by the
public, McGaffin stressed that the industry also included
large numbers of SMEs across the entire metropole, as well
as many government departments responsible for
infrastructure development.
Nevertheless, notes Van Zyl: “A viable inclusionary housing
policy that fast tracks approval on projects incorporating
affordable units, and offers reasonable incentives along the
lines of those found internationally, will not only be embraced
by local developers. It could also be the very thing that
kickstarts the industry once again and puts food on the
table of those many construction workers now sitting
unemployed at home.”■
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Says Kabous Fouche,WCPDF management committee
member and convenor of the organisation’s Inclusionary
Housing Policy Workgroup: “The property and construction
industry has been caught in the crossfire between the City
of Cape Town, which grants permission for developments,
and social activist groups who have continually objected to
residential developments based on these developments’
lack of affordable units.

Building Rolle Village – One Brick At A Time

Shamila Trading Enterprises makes approximately 100,000 stock bricks per day. The company has recently upgraded its offices, including the
development of a dedicated laboratory that allows them to test every batch of bricks. In order to maintain SABS certification, the company will need to
document the results of each batch test and is subject to random audits and independent testing of bricks by SABS.

Housing

W

hen local brick making business, Shamila
Trading Enterprises focuses on quality,
sustainable growth for the future and developing
the local economy an entire village grows. The
business, located in Rolle village, Thulamahashe district,
Bushbuckridge, Mpumalanga was awarded product
certification earlier this month by the South African Bureau
of Standards (SABS) for its brick making products.
The company began making bricks commercially since
2011, but realised that it needed to significantly develop the
business and meet quality standards, if it were to get
lucrative contracts.
Thulamahashe was identified by
provincial government as an area that required infrastructure The team that was responsible for developing Shamila Trading
Enterprise to attaining SABS product certification for SANS 1215 and that construction resources should be sourced from concrete masonry units and SANS 1058 - concrete paving blocks.
local communities. Shamila Trading Enterprises realised
the potential and began to significantly invest in developing Standing, from left to right:
• Surendran Naidoo; SABS; SMME development officer
the business to meet the demand of developments in the • Solly Mhaule; DEDT; Deputy Director: Enterprise Development
• Shadow Nyathi; founder and CEO of Shamila Trading Enterprises
area.
“The path towards achieving product certification has not
been easy, however the benefits have been rewarding and
has set us apart from other brick making companies. As a
business owner you just want to get on with the business of
getting contracts to supply bricks, however to really
participate in economic opportunities you need product
certification. The SABS certificate provides assurance to
our clients that our products meet quality standards and
that the required management systems are in place. We
intend to increase our production and we have already seen
a significant increase in clients requiring our services, says
Shadow Nyathi, founder and CEO of Shamila Trading
Enterprises.
Nyathi has grown his business in the last 2 years from one
employee making a few bricks for community use, to
employing 56 employees currently. The majority (41) of
employees are residents of Rolle village. “Rolle village is
where I grew up, the premises of my business is where my
grandmother lived and seeing Shamila flourish is a dream
come true for me and my community. Job creation, the
ability to learn skills and participate in the development
opportunities in our neighbourhood provides tangible hope
for my community for a brighter future,” says Nyathi.
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• Dumisani Mngadi; SABS; Head of SMME department
• Jeff Velelo; MEGA; Senior Manager: Funding

Shamila Trading Enterprises is one of 29 small, medium and
micro enterprises (SMMEs) in Mpumalanga that were
identified and selected for business development, as an
initiative of the Mpumalanga provincial government to
enable and empower small businesses in the construction
sector. The programme was conceptualised and funded by
the provincial Department of Economic Development and
Tourism (DEDT) and the Mpumalanga Economic Growth
Agency (MEGA). SABS was the implementation partner that
worked with the SMMEs to develop quality management
systems, processes and guide the way towards product
certification.
“Partnerships with provincial governments and organisations
like DEDT and MEGA are proving successful to developing
a sustainable local supplier base for quality products.
Without the significant development of SMMEs, they will
continue to remain on the side-lines of economic
opportunities.
Such partnerships moves beyond the
development of SMMEs for development sake by creating
real market participation opportunities, so that local
businesses and the communities they serve begin to thrive,”
says Garth Strachan, Acting CEO of SABS.■
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FNB Affordable Housing Insights Reveal
Buoyant “Gap” Market
Lower price segments attract strong interest from prospective home owners

F

NB’s Affordable Housing Insights have revealed that
South Africa’s Affordable Market saw stronger activity
in 3Q19 following a relatively muted 2Q19. The Insights
show that properties priced between R250k - R500k,
classified as the ‘gap market’, have been more resilient and
generated the most activity during the period.
The FNB Affordable Housing Insights is South Africa’s first
in-depth view of the Affordable Housing Market.
FNB’s Insights also show vibrant buy-to-let activity with such
purchases constituting an estimated 35% of all transactions.
Once again, this is more prevalent in the R250k - R500k
basket, with over 50% of transactions estimated to be buy-tolet. This gives credence to the view that there is inadequate
supply at appropriate price points and contribute to strong
house price growth in the lower end.

Price dynamics showed that approximately 1 in 3 properties in
the Affordable segment sell below the initial asking price, at an
average 12.7% discount. By contrast, over 95% of properties
in the higher end sell below asking price, at approximately
10% discount. Interestingly, approximately 5% of properties in
the Affordable Housing Segment sell above asking price,
further implying strong levels of demand in the market.

“Looking ahead, estate agents in the lower price baskets are
more upbeat about near-term market activity and property
price growth. Among the reasons commonly cited, apart from
seasonality, is the positive consumer sentiment and the lower
interest rate environment. By contrast, agents in the higher end
commonly cite consumer pessimism, pricing and affordability
as factors driving market outcomes,” concluded Mkhwanazi.■
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Siphamandla Mkhwanazi Senior Economist at FNB, says, “We
saw very interesting market dynamics in 3Q19, with findings
showing that lower price segments attract strong interest from
prospective home owners. On average, a property in the
Affordable Housing space stays on the market for approximately
6 weeks with 13 average viewers per show room before it is
sold. To put this into context, the conventional market
averages 9.6 viewers and spends approximately 16 weeks on
the market before a sale.”

Transport in Construction

New Look FAW’s Range – Built For
Construction

F

AW Vehicle Manufacturers South Africa (Pty) Ltd.’s
extensive heavy vehicle range has been given a new
look, in conjunction with improved ergonomics and
enhanced levels of driving comfort.

The new J5N range in question comprises the following; the
FAW 33.340FD 6x4 15.5m³ Hub Reduction Tipper, boasting
impressive off-road capabilities is ideal for the SA construction
market and mining applications; the FAW 33.340 FC 6x4 6m³
mixer, is made for construction; the FAW 28.290FL 6x4 13-ton
Freight Carrier, which is perfectly suited to specialised
applications, such as water bowsers, drop sides and flat
decks; the FAW 28.380FT 6x4 Truck Tractor, promises to
deliver exceptional value in the medium-haul sector and the
reputable FAW 33.420FT 6x4 Truck Tractor, which caters for
long-haul operations.
All FAW models are powered by the latest Weichai engines
which boast proven durability and high performance. The
popular FAW 33.420FT model is powered by the powerful
Weichai WP12 engine, while the remaining models are all
powered by the renowned and reliable Weichai WP10 unit.
The new-look FAW range has been designed to maximise
driver and passenger comfort, while offering spacious leg
room and a more functional interior overall. To this end, the
layout of components eases driveability, while an extended
gear lever makes for easier shifting. All interior finishes have
been enhanced in the interests of extended durability and
more pleasing aesthetics.
All models have also received upgraded gearbox and engine
mounting systems for improved endurance, coupled with an
enhanced exhaust braking system for improved vehicle
control.
A greatly improved single under-cab air filtration system that
optimises engine performance for reduced cost of ownership
is fitted throughout the range, while an improved radiator and
intercooler system together with the addition of aluminium air
tanks (with full Wabco braking systems) provide for further
enhancements. FAW mixer trucks now feature a new ZF drum
reduction unit, while the tippers sport an upgraded rear spring
design for improved stability.
FAW 33.340FD tips the scales in FAW’s favour
The FAW 33.340FD 6x4 15.5m³ Hub Reduction Tipper boasts
some significant improvements which all contribute to making
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this one of the most cost effective vehicles in its class, with a
particularly low CPK (cost per kilometer).
One of the most important new features is the increased
horsepower which is now rated at 340hp. This power is
produced through the 6-cylinder in-line water-cooled,
turbocharged and intercooled Weichai WP10 engine.
The Euro 2 vehicle produces a torque of 1 350N.m at between
1 200 rpm and 1 600 rpm, and a power output of 250kW at 2
200rpm. The engine also features an air filter with pre-filter for
cleaner operation and offers 24V electrical systems with easy
access to electric relays.
The manual 9-speed FAW CA9TB160M transmission makes
for easy driving and delivers direct contact with the road giving
the driver total control of the vehicle.
The robust chassis is of the straight ladder-type; riveted with
no bolts or chassis flanges. The chassis has been built with the
highest levels of quality, keeping durability in mind.
The braking system combined with full-air ABS, drum brake
with S-cams and automatic slack adjusters, and exhaust brake
all contribute to the ease of driving and safety on and off the
road. All of this, contributes to better performance without
compromising cost of operation.
The heavy-duty air-suspension driver seat with height
adjustable control, movable and telescopic steering column,
and inertia-type driver and passenger seat belts, make the
driver’s ‘office’ even more comfortable.
For added convenience, the tubeless radial tyres (315/80
R22.5 18PR) can be inflated via a tyre inflation pipe directly
from the air-tank.
The FAW 33.340FD 6x4 15.5m³ Hub Reduction Tipper
promises to get good support from the market. With remarkable
interest already received from both the construction and
mining sectors for various applications.
With the raft of aesthetic, functional and comfort improvements
already mentioned, the FAW J5N range promises to be a surefire winner.■
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Kemach JCB - Cape Town Delivers Quicksilva
Burcon Hire’s 100th Backhoe Loader
to commemorate this special occasion. Da Silva is quoted as
being exceptionally chuffed with this unique and eye catching
backhoe loader.
Since Da Silva acquired Quicksilva Burcon, he has doubled the
fleet size of the company and expanded the machine range
from predominantly Backhoe Loaders to excavators, loadalls,
loaders, skidsteers and compaction rollers. Their entire fleet
currently comprises JCB machines with the exception of one
excavator which was absorbed by Da Silva from the previous
owner. Da Silva said “The high level of service and technical
support that I receive from Kemach JCB in Cape Town is what
has made me identify them as the brand to stay with. The
quality and reliability of the JCB equipment is precisely what I
need in my line of business”.

Product News

Kemach JCB are extremely proud to deliver this 100th
Backhoe Loader, which is a world class backhoe loader
offering the customer the latest in technological features and
innovative design. New features include a more cost-efficient
operation and reduced fuel consumption, coupled with
advanced driver safety monitors.

Quicksilva Burcon Hire receive their 100th Backhoe Loader from Kemach
JCB in Cape Town

K

emach JCB in Cape Town, have delivered to
Quicksilva Burcon Hire, their 100th Backhoe Loader.
The first machines bought by the then named Burcon
Plant Hire were in 1990. They purchased four JCB
3CX models.
Theuns Burger the original owner of Burcon in 1990, sold the
company to Peter Smith in August 1993. Thereafter the
company changed hands again when Peter decided to sell the
business in 2012 to Hamilton Plant Hire who kept the company
for five years before selling to Joao Da Silva in 2017.The
company then became known as Quicksilva Burcon. So, a
long-standing relationship has been established over the years
and which has stood the test of time between Quicksilva
Burcon and Kemach JCB in Cape Town.

Andre Jordaan, Product Support and Sales Representative for
Kemach JCB in Cape Town commented that Quicksilva
Burcon Hire are extremely happy with the machine’s
performance and productivity, which is a key requirement in
the plant hire sector. “I believe our solid sales and technical
service support to Quicksilva Burcon Hire in the Cape is what
makes us stand out in the crowd. The customer knows they
are purchasing a quality product, a Backhoe Loader that
meets their requirements and has longevity of performance. A
good solid piece of earthmoving equipment – here’s to the
200th machine” concluded Jordaan.
JCB backhoes have always led the way in power and
performance. The latest range, including the 1CX, 2DX, 3DX,
3CX, 4CX and 5CX models are no exception, from digging to
lifting and manoeuvring, the machines, designed over six
decades of continued development, offer a performance that
will maximise a customer productivity.■

The 3CX model has since evolved into one of the most popular
Backhoe Loaders in South Africa, due to its quality of
engineering (which is regularly upgraded), cabin features and
reliability. The JCB Backhoe Loader is the South African and
global market leader.
While Joao Da Silva, owner of Quicksilva Burcon, was visiting
the JCB factory in the UK on our Kemach tour in 2018, he saw
a 2CX in white, with the branding of the Formula1 car in the
Martini colours. Inspired to do something special on this 100th
Backhoe Loader milestone, he commissioned a replica of the
JCB/Williams Martini Racing Edition Backhoe Loader in order
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Equipment Suppliers Continue On A New Path

T

he incoming chairman of the Construction and
Mining Equipment Suppliers’ Association
(CONMESA), Calvin Fennell, has walked a long
path before taking over the reins of the association
and trusts his diverse experience will give him insight to
guide the industry in challenging times.
He plans to use experience gained through his career in civil
engineering, plant hire and equipment sales, as well as
stints as an entrepreneur to give balance to the association
and work closely with stakeholders of all sizes and
descriptions.
CONMESA has a small, but important membership that
includes the suppliers of equipment to industries that are
instrumental in shaping both our environment and our
economy. It is a mouthpiece for the industry to ensure fair
treatment of members and a level playing field among
lawmakers and within the industries served by its members.

Product News

Learning curve
Fennell is a civil engineering technician by trade and
qualified at Natal Technikon during the 1980s with Savage
and Lovemore. He later moved to Botswana with Panda
Plant doing civil and the too Equipment Sales and Services,
which was the dealer for Bell Equipment in the area at the
time.
In 2015 he joined Wirtgen where he now holds the position
of Business Development Manager.
“I have been involved with construction equipment my
whole career from end user to supplier and enjoy the
complete process from identifying the right application of
equipment and the value that this adds to any operation,
albeit construction or mining production. Over the years it
has become a very specialised industry with customers
realising that to ensure economic operations you require the
right machine for the job.”
“This means that the equipment requires specialised
support from professional people and companies which is
really what sets CONMESA members apart. These are
reputable and established brands that are household names
in the industries they serve and who continue to invest back
into the industry and in the country with new innovations,
products and services”
Future proofing
Fennell adds that in South Africa there is a broad band of
companies covering a broad product range and CONMESA
gives them a unified voice. Where necessary it will also
lobby to overcome challenges that negatively impact, or
may be harmful to the industry as a whole, and try to
address common problems within the industry.
“Simultaneously, we remain mindful of anti-competitive
behaviour, but do need to work together with stakeholders,
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Calvin Fennel is the new chairman of CONMESA

including Government, to ensure the right equipment is
available for large-scale projects and initiatives when
required. As OEMs we can also add value to engineering
companies and contractors and want to expand our
interactions with professional bodies to foster easy
communications between our members and other industry
bodies, as well as companies and interest groups.
There are world class products and new innovations coming
to market on a regular basis which when applied to the right
project can impact the bottom line not only for the
contractor but also for the customer both private and
public”
“CONMESA’s board also realises that it is important for
senior management of our member companies to continue
to interact at all levels within the association and work
together to face common challenges and give the association
a mandate to allocate resources. This is the only way
forward, as in all my years in business I have learned that it
is better to present a unified front when representing
common interests,” he concludes.■
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master builders
south africa

corporate members
Boland
Daniël Uys – Executive Director
Tel: 021 863 3330
E-mail: info@mbaboland.org.za

East Cape
Greg Steele – Executive Director
Tel: 041 365 1835
E-mail: ecmba@global.co.za

Free State
Francois du Plessis – Executive Director
Tel: 057 352 6269
E-mail: admin@mbafs.co.za

MBA North
Mohau Mphomela – Executive Director
Tel: 011 805 6611
E-mail: info@mbanorth.co.za

People

KwaZulu-Natal
Vikashnee Harbhajan – Executive Director
Tel: 031 266 7070
E-mail: info@masterbuilders.co.za
MBA Greater Boland
Duane Phillips – Executive Director
Tel: 023 342 6964
E-mail: mbagb@telkomsa.net

Northern Cape
Christa du Plooy – Secretary
Tel: 053 832 1762
E-mail: nc_mba@xsinet.co.za
Western Cape
Allen Bodill – Executive Director
Tel: 021 685 2625
E-mail: info@mbawc.org.za

affiliate members
Association of Architectural Aluminium
Manufacturers of SA
Johan J Heyneke – Director
Tel: 011 805 5002
E-mail: aaamsa@iafrica.com
SA Reinforced Concrete Engineers’
Association
Jeff Thomas – Director
Tel: 011 455 6321
E-mail: sarcea@iafrica.com
SA Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Contractors’ Association
Barney Richardson – Director
Tel: 011 622 3890
E-mail: saracca@icon.co.za
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MAPEI Mourns The Passing Of Giorgio
Squinzi

I

t is with great sadness that the Mapei Group
announces the passing of its President, Giorgio
Squinzi, who died in Milan on the evening of
2nd October.

Born in 1943, with a degree in industrial chemistry,
Giorgio Squinzi (a second-generation businessman)
became the Sole Administrator of Mapei in 1984
after the death of his father, Rodolfo, who founded
the company in 1937. Under his leadership, the
company grew over the years to become one of the
world’s leading players in chemical products for the
building industry and currently operates in 56
countries through 89 subsidiaries. The Mapei
Group, which employs over 10 500 staff,
manufactures across five continents through 83
factories in 36 countries. This internationalisation
process began long ago; the Group’s first foreign
offices opened in Canada back in 1978.
Not only did he devote his life to his family and
company, his innovative vision and social work
made an important contribution to business
associations, the world of sport, and the wider
community in his home city and the rest of the
world.
In 1996 he was awarded the ‘Ambrogino d’oro” (one
of the city’s highest awards) by the Mayor of Milan
for his contribution to the city in the realms of both
business and sport, and in 1998 he was knighted
for his services to industry. In 2013 the President
of the Italian Republic, Giorgio Napolitano,
bestowed upon him the honour of being made a
Grand Officer of the “Order of Merit of the Italian
People”.
Giorgio Squinzi held many important posts in both
Italian and international business associations,
amongst which he was President of the Italian
Federation of Chemical Industries from 1997-2003
and then again from 2005-2011; he was also the
leader of CEFIC, the European Council of Chemical
Industries, which represents 29,000 companies in
this sector, for a
two-year
period
(2010-2012); and he
was the President of
the Italian Industrial
Federation from May
2012-May 2016.

Giorgio Squinzi
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Construction Industry Events 2019/2020
KZN Construction Expo - 04-05 March 2020 - Durban Exhibition Centre

Charter Cities Conference - 17-18 March 2020 - Hilton Hotel, Sandton

Student Accommodation Development Summit - 25 March 2020 - Hilton
Hotel, Sandton

African Smart Cities Summit- 09 June 2020 - Gallgher Convention Centre
Johannesburg

Sustainability Week - 23-25 June 2020 - CSIR International Convention
Centre, Preoria

Nigeria Build Expo - 25-27 June - Landmark Centre, Lagos, Nigeria

Interbuild Africa - 29 July-01 August 2020 - Nasrec Expo Centre
Johannesburg

Master Builders South Africa Congress
2020 – September, TBA

Events 2019

African Construction and Totally Concrete Expo - 09-11 June
2020 - Gallagher Convention Centre
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